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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

This opening section has more detail already than the previous response.  Compare the detail given about Candy here with the last one.  How many extra relevant points are made here?



Sticky Note

The racism of the time is an essential point to make about America in the 1930s.  But is the candidate right that Candy hates Crooks?  What do you think?







Sticky Note

It's important to make reference to specific events which happen in the novel and show you something about the character.  Look again at these two events mentioned here.  What comments can you add to show what these events tell us about Candy?  



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some awareness of contextual factors which affect Candy, covers some of the main attributes of the character.  Lacks some direct reference to the novel and detailed reference to relevant events. 13 marks.
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 Of Mice and Men shows that in America in the 1930s many people were trapped 
and powerless. Write about one or two of the characters in the novel who you 
think show this. [20] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO4 (67%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


1-4 marks  Very brief answers with limited detail and little focus on relevant material. 


5-9 marks  Answers will be general and narrative, with some simple grasp of relevant 
characters such as Crooks, Curley’s wife, Candy, George and Lennie.  


10-14 marks  Emerging discussion with some knowledge of key ways in which the 
characters on the ranch were trapped and powerless. Some reference 
may be made to relevant scenes which show characters in situations 
where they are trapped and powerless such as Lennie’s fight with Curley, 
the shooting of Candy’s dog, the scene in Crooks’ harness room and the 
scene after Curley’s wife’s death. There will be some awareness of social, 
cultural and historical context, such as the inherent poverty, the threat of 
violence, the status of migrant workers at the time, the status of women, 
and the racial discrimination of the era. 


15-20 marks  Answers will show a secure knowledge and understanding of the text, with 
some discussion of specific events which show the ways the chosen 
characters are trapped and powerless. Some connections will be made 
between the individuals and the attitudes and conditions of the time, such 
as the threat of violence, the status of migrant workers or the effects of 
sexism or racial discrimination and the inherent poverty and fear of an 
uncertain future. 


 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


1 3 
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Sticky Note

Check the specification for what is being assessed here - AO1, AO2 and AO3.  Make sure you understand the difference between them and what each one means.



Sticky Note

Are both poems really about 'how cold it gets during winter'?  The two poems always have some things in common but there will be differences for you to look for.



Sticky Note

This should be the starting point of the response rather than the end.  The response gives a sensible summary of the content of each poem but doesn't look at each poem in any detail.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Brief summary of content, not always accurate and lacking specific references to the poems.  8 marks












Sticky Note

Compare this paragraph with the previous candidate's opening comments.  Why do you think the Examiner awarded more marks?



Sticky Note

Look again at Lennie's reaction to George's accusation that he has a mouse.  This candidate hasn't quite nailed down what's going on here.  See if you can explain Lennie's reaction in two sentences and remember to use short, focused quotations to back up what you say.



Sticky Note

This is an excellent example of how to make a good point by selecting and quoting a single word.   



Sticky Note

Again, using just one word, the candidate explains what's going on in Lennie's mind at this point.  A very good technique.



Sticky Note

A little detail like this shows how carefully the candidate has read the extract.







Sticky Note

This image of the terrier and master is really important in this extract.  Don't miss the hints the writer gives you about characters which help you to explain what's going on.



Sticky Note

Look at this section of the response. This includes all the elements of an excellent answer:  thoughtful comment which shows a deep understanding of the characters, very specific references to a particular are of the extract, use of short, focused quotation.



Sticky Note

This detailed tracking of the extract is a very good method so you don't miss the subtle changes in characters.







Sticky Note

The candidate covers the whole extract, from the first sentence to the last.  Weaker responses tend to miss some parts of the extract, especially the end.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Comprehensive coverage of the extract, some insightful comments supported by focused references to the language used. 10 marks












Sticky Note

Highlight the candidate's discussion of context in this response.  Highlight the reference to specific events.  The frequency and relevance of these references are what gets the response over the line into the highest band of marks.











Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Contextual factors are relevant and explained, some reference to details and events to show how selected characters are shown to be 'powerless'. 16 marks.












Sticky Note

This comment is accurate but needs a quotation from the extract as evidence. Find a suitable reference which shows that George was angry.  Is he angry all the way through the extract?  Look at the beginning of the extract.  Has the candidate missed something about George here?



Sticky Note

In what ways does Lennie try to make it seem that he hasn't got a mouse?  What does he say?  What does he do?  How does the writer describe his behaviour?



Sticky Note

Is this true?  Go back to the extract and see if you can pinpoint how Lennie speaks here.



Sticky Note

At what point in the extract does George become nicer to Lennie? Turning points in the extract like this are very important in writing your answer.



Sticky Note

Does this quote show George being nice to Lennie? It's better to track through the extract from the beginning to end, tracking the changes in the characters' behaviour.  



Sticky Note

There's more to say about the interacion between the characters at the end of the extract.  What do you think the candidate has missed here?



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some accurate comments about the nature of the interaction between the characters.  Sometimes general rather than specific, lacks detailed support from the extract.  7 marks












Sticky Note

The candidate describes the right character but so much of this paragraph is general and not really accurate.  Look at the second sentence.  Is this true?  What more could you say about his work and his relationships with others and what they tell us about him?



Sticky Note

Why is he lonely?  What makes him depressed?



Sticky Note

The text essay questions are assessed for your understanding of the characters and the story AND the context of the novel.  This response does not show that the candidate knows when and where the novel is set.  This has severely limited the number of marks the Examiner can award.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  A limited, general understanding of some of the main features of character.  Very limited reference to the novel's context. 8 marks.
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SECTION A


Of Mice and Men


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Of Mice and Men shows that in America in the 1930s many people were trapped and 
powerless. Write about one or two of the characters in the novel who you think show 
this. [20]


1 3


1 1 1 2 1 3


1 3


1 1 1 2
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Lennie lumbered to his feet and disappeared in the brush. George lay where he was and whistled 
softly to himself. There were sounds of splashings down the river in the direction Lennie had taken. 
George stopped whistling and listened. 


‘Poor bastard,’ he said softly, and then went on whistling again. 
In a moment Lennie came crashing back through the brush. He carried one small willow stick in 


his hand. George sat up. ‘Awright,’ he said brusquely. ‘Gi’me that mouse!’ 
But Lennie made an elaborate pantomime of innocence. ‘What mouse, George? I ain’t got no 


mouse.’ 
George held out his hand. ‘Come on. Give it to me. You ain’t puttin’ nothing over.’ 
Lennie hesitated, backed away, looked wildly at the brush line as though he contemplated running 


for his freedom. George said coldly, ‘You gonna give me that mouse or do I have to sock you?’
‘Give you what, George?’ 
‘You know God damn well what. I want that mouse.’
Lennie reluctantly reached into his pocket. His voice broke a little. ‘I don’t know why I can’t keep 


it. It ain’t nobody’s mouse. I didn’t steal it. I found it lyin’ right beside the road.’ 
George’s hand remained outstretched imperiously. Slowly, like a terrier who doesn’t want to bring 


a ball to its master, Lennie approached, drew back, approached again. George snapped his fingers 
sharply, and at the sound Lennie laid the mouse in his hand.


‘I wasn’t doin’ nothing bad with it, George. Jus’ strokin’ it.’ 
George stood up and threw the mouse as far as he could into the darkening brush, and then he 


stepped to the pool and washed his hands. ‘You crazy fool. Don’t you think I could see your feet was 
wet where you went acrost the river to get it?’ He heard Lennie’s whimpering cry and wheeled about. 
‘Blubberin’ like a baby! Jesus Christ! A big guy like you.’ Lennie’s lip quivered and tears started in his 
eyes. ‘Aw, Lennie!’ George put his hand on Lennie’s shoulder. ‘I ain’t takin’ it away jus’ for meanness. 
That mouse ain’t fresh, Lennie; and besides, you’ve broke it pettin’ it. You get another mouse that’s 
fresh and I’ll let you keep it a little while.’ 


Lennie sat down on the ground and hung his head dejectedly. ‘I don’t know where there is no 
other mouse. I remember a lady used to give ’em to me – ever’ one she got. But that lady ain’t here.’ 


George scoffed. ‘Lady, huh? Don’t even remember who that lady was. That was your own Aunt 
Clara. An’ she stopped givin’ ’em to ya. You always killed ’em.’ 


Lennie looked sadly up at him. ‘They was so little,’ he said, apologetically. ‘I’d pet ’em, and pretty 
soon they bit my fingers and I pinched their heads a little and then they was dead – because they 
was so little. 
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UNIT ONE FOUNDATION TIER MARKING SCHEME  
 


SECTION A 
 
Of Mice and Men 
 


 Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


 What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here? Give 
reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and 
phrases from the extract. [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (50%) and AO2 (50%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


1 mark  Very brief, with hardly any relevant detail. 


2-4 marks  Brief responses, with simple comments about what happens in the extract. 


5-7 marks  More focus and selection, with some awareness of George and Lennie’s 
thoughts and feelings and the nature of their relationship in the extract for 6-7. 


8-10 marks  Well focused discussion of what George and Lennie say and do in the extract, 
with more detailed references to support views.  Candidates may refer to 
George’s attempts to have a positive influence on Lennie, Lennie’s childish 
behaviour, both characters’ frustration but underlying care for each other.  


1 1 
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Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Valid ideas but general and could be applied to most of the novel as well as the extract.  Limited support given for points made.  5 marks



Sticky Note

This point is better because there's a quote from the extract to back it up.  But is it the most important point to make about the extract and what it shows about George and Lennie?



Sticky Note

Where in the extract do you think Lennie shows his child-like nature?  



Sticky Note

Select a reference from the extract which supports this point about George.
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SECTION A


Of Mice and Men


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Either,


What do you think about Candy in Of Mice and Men? Remember to refer to events in the 
novel and its social, cultural and historical context in your answer. 


  Think about:


  •  his life when George and Lennie first arrive at the ranch
  •  his relationships with other characters on the ranch
  •  events that have an effect on him 
  •  the way he speaks and behaves at different points in the novel [20]


1 2


1 1 1 2 1 3


1 3


1 1 1 2












Scroll down



Sticky Note

The response starts well, with some focus on why Curley's wife could be considered 'powerless', but there's a problem here.  Do you know what it is?







Sticky Note

Much better understanding of context in this response than the last but there's limited reference to events in the novel that show how context is reflected in Curley's wife's behaviour.  Add comments about two events which you could use here to show that Curley's wife is 'powerless.'



Sticky Note

The quotation doesn't quite fit the comment that Crooks has a 'severe lack of rights.'  Which event or quotation would be better to illustrate this point?



Sticky Note

Relevant idea about context. What evidence is there in the novel that Crooks suffers from having to do a hard, physical job?



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some relevant reference to context, sometimes rather general comments on character.  11 marks












Sticky Note

Highlight the comments which compare the poems in this response.  Remember that AO3, the comparison element, counts for a lot of marks in this question.



Sticky Note

Look at the focus here on what the poets might be trying to say in their poems.  Better responses tend to look at a poem's message and how the poet gets that across.







Sticky Note

Short quotations help you concentrate on why the poet chose specific words - a skill Examiners look for to award marks for AO2.







Sticky Note

The candidate has noticed a poetic device here - alliteration - but has given some explanation of the effect it has.  Avoid 'spotting' devices unless you can suggest why the poet used them.







Sticky Note

This candidate interprets the poems, think about what the poets are trying to say, rather than simply telling us what's in them.  That's worth a lot of marks for AO1.  



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Explores meaning and language in both poems.  Apt selection and some thoughtful interpretation.  Comparison is less developed but some relevant points made.  15 marks
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SECTION A


Of Mice and Men


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here? Give reasons 
for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from 
the extract. [10]


1 1


1 1 1 2 1 3


1 3


1 1 1 2
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Lennie lumbered to his feet and disappeared in the brush. George lay where he was and whistled 
softly to himself. There were sounds of splashings down the river in the direction Lennie had taken. 
George stopped whistling and listened. 


‘Poor bastard,’ he said softly, and then went on whistling again. 
In a moment Lennie came crashing back through the brush. He carried one small willow stick in 


his hand. George sat up. ‘Awright,’ he said brusquely. ‘Gi’me that mouse!’ 
But Lennie made an elaborate pantomime of innocence. ‘What mouse, George? I ain’t got no 


mouse.’ 
George held out his hand. ‘Come on. Give it to me. You ain’t puttin’ nothing over.’ 
Lennie hesitated, backed away, looked wildly at the brush line as though he contemplated running 


for his freedom. George said coldly, ‘You gonna give me that mouse or do I have to sock you?’
‘Give you what, George?’ 
‘You know God damn well what. I want that mouse.’
Lennie reluctantly reached into his pocket. His voice broke a little. ‘I don’t know why I can’t keep 


it. It ain’t nobody’s mouse. I didn’t steal it. I found it lyin’ right beside the road.’ 
George’s hand remained outstretched imperiously. Slowly, like a terrier who doesn’t want to bring 


a ball to its master, Lennie approached, drew back, approached again. George snapped his fingers 
sharply, and at the sound Lennie laid the mouse in his hand.


‘I wasn’t doin’ nothing bad with it, George. Jus’ strokin’ it.’ 
George stood up and threw the mouse as far as he could into the darkening brush, and then he 


stepped to the pool and washed his hands. ‘You crazy fool. Don’t you think I could see your feet was 
wet where you went acrost the river to get it?’ He heard Lennie’s whimpering cry and wheeled about. 
‘Blubberin’ like a baby! Jesus Christ! A big guy like you.’ Lennie’s lip quivered and tears started in his 
eyes. ‘Aw, Lennie!’ George put his hand on Lennie’s shoulder. ‘I ain’t takin’ it away jus’ for meanness. 
That mouse ain’t fresh, Lennie; and besides, you’ve broke it pettin’ it. You get another mouse that’s 
fresh and I’ll let you keep it a little while.’ 


Lennie sat down on the ground and hung his head dejectedly. ‘I don’t know where there is no 
other mouse. I remember a lady used to give ’em to me – ever’ one she got. But that lady ain’t here.’ 


George scoffed. ‘Lady, huh? Don’t even remember who that lady was. That was your own Aunt 
Clara. An’ she stopped givin’ ’em to ya. You always killed ’em.’ 


Lennie looked sadly up at him. ‘They was so little,’ he said, apologetically. ‘I’d pet ’em, and pretty 
soon they bit my fingers and I pinched their heads a little and then they was dead – because they 
was so little. 
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UNIT ONE FOUNDATION TIER MARKING SCHEME  
 


SECTION A 
 
Of Mice and Men 


 
 What do you think about Candy in Of Mice and Men? Remember to refer to events 


in the novel and its social, cultural and historical context in your answer.  
 


Think about: 
• his life when George and Lennie first arrive at the ranch  
• his relationships with other characters on the ranch  
• events that have an effect on him 
• the way he speaks and behaves at different points in the novel [20] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO4 (67%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


1-4 marks  Brief, with hardly any relevant detail. 


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on simple and general comments with a basic 
awareness of Candy as a lonely old man with a disability who befriends 
George and Lennie.  


10-14 marks  Emerging discussion, with some knowledge of key features of Candy’s 
character, such as his low social status as an old man with a disability and his 
worries about his future. There may be some simple discussion of events 
involving Candy such as the shooting of his dog, the offer of his savings to 
join in with George and Lennie’s dream, and his reaction to the death of 
Curley’s wife. There may also be some reference to the way Candy is 
affected by contextual factors. 


15-20 marks  Answers will be more detailed and considered with apt selection of key events 
to show understanding of Candy and how he reflects the attitudes and 
concerns of the times.  For example candidates may write about his fears 
over his future, his relationships with other characters on the ranch and his 
dog, his loneliness, and his attraction to the dream farm. There will be more 
focused discussion of a range of incidents and events with detailed reference 
to support ideas for 18-20. 


 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives.  


1 2 
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Sticky Note

Simple comments on Crooks.  Which detail in this paragraph in not accurate?



Sticky Note

Another simple description.  The selection of these two characters makes sense to answer the question, there is some brief mention of context but the answer is much too brief.  Choose one of these characters and see if you can rewrite it.  Include events from the novel, contextual information and a clear focus on answering the set question.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Simple listing of characters' attributes.  Limited and sometime inaccurate reference to context.  6 marks




































































Sticky Note

Highlight references to specific events in the response.  Highlight references to the novel's context.  Candidates who know the novel often forget to show their understanding of these two elements and miss out on a lot of marks as a result.  Work out why this candidate got a high mark.















Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Selects relevant events and details to show a rounded understanding of character.  Contextual factors which affect Candy in different ways are discussed. 17 marks












Sticky Note

The scene is described as 'peaceful' but is the mood of the poem always peaceful?



Sticky Note

Better here - some reference to the detail and some sensible comment on it.







Sticky Note

The comments on mood are sound but the range of references and comments is narrow.  Look again at the poem and select a range of 3 or 4 words or lines which you can comment on.  See if you can add to this response to get more marks.



Sticky Note

Comments on content and mood in the second poem are accurate but not detailed.  Look at the comment about 'two completely different weathers.'  Go back to the poem and think about why the poet uses these.  







Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some relevant ideas about content and mood. Limited direct reference to details in the poems and to how language is used to create effects.  12 marks
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SECTION B


Spend about one hour on this section. Think carefully about the poems before you write your answer.


Both poets write about the weather in winter.


Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and 
how they are different.


You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons 
where appropriate in your answer as a whole.


You may wish to include some or all of these points:


• the content of the poems – what they are about
• the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about
• the mood or atmosphere of the poems
• how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way they are 
 organised, and so on
• your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how they are 
 different [20]
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Remembering Snow


I did not sleep last night. 
The falling snow was beautiful and white.
I dressed, sneaked down the stairs 
And opened wide the door. 
I had not seen such snow before.
Our grubby little street had gone;
The world was brand-new, and everywhere
There was a pureness in the air.
I felt such peace. Watching every flake
I felt more and more awake.
I thought I’d learned all there was to know
About the trillion million different kinds
Of swirling frosty falling flakes of snow.
But that was not so.
I had not known how vividly it lit
The world with such a peaceful glow.
Upstairs my mother slept.
I could not drag myself away from that sight 
To call her down and have her share
That mute miracle of snow.
It seemed to fall for me alone.
How beautiful our grubby little street had grown!


by Brian Patten


A Winter Night


My window-pane is starred with frost,
The world is bitter cold to-night, 
The moon is cruel, and the wind 
Is like a two-edged sword to smite.


God pity all the homeless ones, 
The beggars pacing to and fro.
God pity all the poor to-night 
Who walk the lamp-lit streets of snow.


My room is like a bit of June, 
Warm and close-curtained fold on fold, 
But somewhere, like a homeless child, 
My heart is crying in the cold.


by Sara Teasdale
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SECTION B 
 
Both poets write about the weather in winter. 
 


 Remembering Snow by Brian Patten / A Winter Night by Sara Teasdale 
 


Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and 
how they are different. 
 
You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make 
comparisons where appropriate in your answer as a whole. 


 
 You may wish to include some or all of these points: 


• the content of the poems – what they are about 
• the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about 
• the mood or atmosphere of the poems 
• how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way 


they are organised, and so on 
• your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how 


they are different [20] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (25%), AO2 (25%) and AO3 
(50%) 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


1-4 marks  There may be very little written specifically about the poems. Candidates may 
make simple comments on content, such as identifying the weather in each 
poem. 


5-9 marks  Probably brief, general responses on the poems with simple points of 
comparison made, such as the way the weather is described. There should be 
some comment on basic content, such as what is happening in each poem. 


10-14 marks  There may be emerging discussion about the poems’ content and awareness of 
mood, atmosphere and straightforward ideas, such as the poets' use of 
description which shows wonder and admiration for the snow in the first and the 
anxiety about the effect the cold will be having on others in the second. There 
will be some similarities and differences addressed, particularly about the 
general impressions given of each winter scene. 


15-20 marks  There is likely to be more focused discussion of the detail in the poems with 
some clear points of comparison.  The use of description to convey the 
transforming effect of the snow in the first poem and interesting images to 
describe the freezing night in the second poem may be considered, with some 
selection and highlighting of specific details which create the mood and 
atmosphere. In the second poem, there may be some appreciation of the effects 
the night may be having on others and the way this contrasts with the central 
character’s ‘bit of June’. Candidates are likely to write about the contrasting 
emotional effects the winter’s scene has on both poets. For 18-20, candidates 
may show some appreciation of how ideas are conveyed through the poets’ 
choice of language and imagery, for example some explanation of specific 
similes in the second poem and the kind of details about the street scene 
included in the first.  Points of comparison will begin to focus on the poets’ use of 
language as well as content. 


 
Please note that the Higher Tier poems are entitled Ending and How We Live. If a candidate has 
answered on these poems please use the 'wrong question' tool on e-marker. Refer to the e-marker 
training material for more information. 
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